Twist-Lock® Devices

The Standard for Locking Receptacles
Features and Benefits

Face color coding by voltage facilitates
locating and mating of proper devices

All-brass mounting and grounding
system provides a lower resistance
ground path and greater resistance to
corrosion than steel mounting systems

High-impact, abuse-resistant
nylon face
Boss diameter is 1.562"
on 20 and 30A devices for
simplifying installation and
accessory selection

Wire restraint recess
for both back and side
wiring, greatly reduces the
possibility of loosening
the terminal connection
Glass-Reinforced thermoplastic
polyester base (RTP) has the
desirable characteristics of a
thermoset material, including
heat, flame resistance and
dimensional stability. The
impact resistance it provides,
however, is much greater than
that of a thermoset
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#10 silicon bronze terminal screw provides
greater strength and resistance to corrosion
and stripping. Anti-rotational clamp has a
stop to limit the amount of cocking when
only one side is used. Accommodates both
back and side wiring

One-piece contact with long
spring arm (low stress) and oxide
cutting nibs: prevents stress and
overheating associated with riveted
contact and short spring arms

Twist-Lock® receptacles combine functional design features,
unparalleled quality to deliver pace-setting performance.
The high-impact nylon face of each Hubbell Twist-Lock
receptacle has a colored ring. Keyed to an internationally
recognized color coding scheme, this ring enables mating
devices to be matched quickly. It's just one more example
of user-oriented thinking at Hubbell.
The terminals in each Hubbell Twist-Lock receptacle are
mechanically and electrically the finest available. These
terminals incorporate unique design features to contain
and hold conductors, including an external back wiring
“wraparound” clamp, a wire restraint recess and more.

The materials used in every receptacle are of the highest
quality. The all brass mounting system provides a safer,
lower resistance ground path than those made of steel.
The thick wall base is constructed of an engineered
thermoplastic to offer the benefits of a thermoset, yet with
much greater impact resistance.
Hubbell Twist-Lock Receptacles: Voltage color coding on
the outside. Proven designs and quality materials on the
inside. Any way you look at them, they are the standard
of the industry.
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